
St. Mary’s School, Dwarka  

Practice Worksheet 

Class: IV  

Subject: English   

 

Topic: L-4 The Old Green Door  

            L- 8, Infant Rescue   

1.Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow.                                               

     Chameleons are reptiles that have been living on Earth for over 100 million years. There are around 

160 species of chameleon in the world. Chameleons live in a variety of habitats-from rain forests to 

deserts and semi-deserts. An average length of chameleon’s body is between 35 to 45 cm. They have a 

long tongue almost double the length of its own body. Chameleons are found in deserts because they  

don’t need much water for survival                                                                             (Para 1)                                     

            Chameleon’s skin have specialized layers containing pigments which is helpful in changing the 

colour pattern of the skin. They are often called ‘master of disguise’ because of their skin changing 

ability. They are omnivorous creatures who eat all types of insects. Chameleons also use their long  

tail to wrap around a branch and secure their position. A chameleon's tail cannot be broken off  

and is regrown like those of many other lizards.                                                    (Para 2)                        

Chameleons can rotate its eyes independently in 360 degrees and has the ability to zoom in and out 

like a camera. There are over 160 species of chameleon spread across Madagascar, Spain, Africa, Asia, 

and Portugal. Many species of chameleons are threatened by extinction. The largest threat to 

chameleons is the habitat degradation.                                                                              (Para 3)                                                                        

a) What is the average length of chameleon’s body?                                                                                          

 i)  between 35 to 45 cm ii) between 25 to 45 cm iii) between 15 to 25 cm iv) between 45 to 35 cm    

b) How do chameleons survive in desert region?   

 i) they do not require much water for survival       ii) require lots of water for survival  

  iii) require tropical climate                                         iv) requires dense forest for survival.         

 c) What helps a chameleon to change the colour of their skin?  

   i) chlorophyll          ii) pigment                               iii) photosynthesis                 iv) oil    

d) How do chameleon use their long tail?  

   i) to grab fishes    ii) to grab insects               iii) to grab wild animals            iv) to grab cactus  

 e). Find the antonym of the following word – inability            (Para 3)  

 i) explore                    ii) ability                         iii) community                              iv) rescue  

                                                                                                                                                 

2.Choose the correct the words from the box and fill in the blanks.                                                             

culturally             often                     abundantly               mainly                         frequently  

      Alaska is the largest state in the US. People in Alaska ________depend on hunting of animals. 

They __________ use ferries to travel from one town to the other. Alaskans ________carry guns to 

protect themselves from the brown and black bears.  Alaska is __________ blessed with wide open  

    spaces and high mountains. Alaska is a __________ diverse land and the people believe in their 

      customs and tradition.  



 4. Answer the following questions.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

a) What did the farmer see while returning home? Who came to rescue the elephant?  

____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

  _______________________________________________________________________________ 

b) Where was the old green door situated? How did the boys reach near the old green door?  

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 c) ‘I know you love adventure’  

i)   Who said this line to whom?   

______________________________________________________ 

  ii) Why did Uncle Ryan narrate stories to all the kids?  

     ______________________________________________________________________________ 

     ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 5. Choose the correct word from the bracket and fill in the blanks.                             

a. Can we run away through one of ______________corridors? (this / those)  

b. Did you break ________________ plate? (these/ this)  

c. Nick and Naveen were listening to _______________ during an event. (me/ mine)  

6. Imagine you went on a school excursion to a wild life sanctuary. Write a letter to your  

friend/ relative telling him/her about your trip.  

________________________ 

________________________ 

________________________ 

________________________                                                                  

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________ 

_____________________ 



 

          

        

 


